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Local
businesses
feel strain
of Trax line
By Michael McFall
WEST VIEW MEDIA

MOVING

FORWARD

Emerging community activists
share their school work with
younger students before graduation.
Page 3

A torn-up sidewalk, no
obvious entrances, construction equipment and empty
windows give the impression
of a pizza shop that was.
But Sean Uno, owner of Five
Bucks Pizza, assures he’s still
around, just barely. He opened
his business nine years ago and
did well every year -- until late
2008, when the Utah Transit
Authority began its construction of the North Temple
TRAX line. Since then, his
construction PAGE 7
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Pacific Islander school embraces culture
By Misty Brown
WEST VIEW MEDIA

A new charter school, unlike any other in the Salt Lake
School District, is opening
this Fall on Salt Lake City’s
West Side.
Four years in the making,
Pacific Heritage Academy,
located at 1071 North Redwood Road, is rising to meet

the needs of Utah’s Pacific
Islander students - Kindergarten through 8th grade and their families.
Studies from the Utah State
Office of Education have
identified Pacific Islanders
as one of the under-served,
ethnic minority groups in
Utah that struggles within the
current school system with
lower educational achieve-

ments and graduation rates.
Ofa Moeai, founder and
board member of Pacific
Heritage Academy (PHA),
hopes to turn those failing
grades around.
Spurred by her background
in home and charter education, Moeai felt inspired to do
something few others were
doing; create a school specifically designed to support the

rich heritage and culture of
Pacific Islander students. She
felt that developing a greater
sense of identity and community would positively impact
the success rates for Pacific Islander students in and
outside of the educational
system.
Pacific Heritage Academy
SCHOOLS PAGE 5
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Construction on the North Temple
Trax line is ahead of schedule.
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Our Mission: West
View Media is an inclusive
medium of communication
that works to strengthen
community identity, increase
civic involvement and foster
social justice for the diverse
people, businesses and
organizations of West Salt
Lake.
The West View is a product of
West View Media, a non-profit
dedicated to community news
and information as it pertains
to the people of West Salt Lake
City. Published quarterly, The
West View reaches more than
17,000 homes throughout
the Fairpark, Glendale, Rose
Park, Westpointe, Jordan
Meadows and Poplar Grove
neighborhoods. An additional
2,000 copies are handdistributed to local businesses
and organizations in the
community. Send letters, press
materials or subscriptions to
PO Box 271516, Salt Lake City,
UT 84127.
West View Media
reserves the right to edit all
submissions and letters for
libel, slander and length. All
submissions become the
property of West View Media
upon sending. To submit,
include full name, address
and telephone number.
To sponsor West View Media
or to become a member or
subscriber, contact wvm.
editors@gmail.com
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Mestizo Arts & Activism youth share end of year

Narratives
By MAA Youth

WEST VIEW MEDIA

The Mestizo Arts and Activism (MAA) program is a youth
research series where students
learn and document issues
pertaining to their communities. Currently students from
high schools like West High
School apply and participate as
an after-school program where
they develop research projects
based on their own concerns.
With the help of University
of Utah students and faculty
who are concerned with the
same type of issues they find
solutions and motivate true
change. MAA is a partnership
between university faculty in
Urban Planning; Honors; and
Education, Culture and Society;
and the Mestizo Institute of
Culture and Arts (MICA), a
nonprofit group, this according
to the University Neighborhood
Partners website, an organization that also supports MAA.
These are their end-of-year
narratives.
EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com

We are the women
of Speak Up!! Mission
Statement:
We are a group of women
of color in the Mestizo Arts &
Activism (MAA) collective.
We are high school students
who chose to do a project on
child abuse. We decided to
make this blog because we’ve
heard stories about child
abuse and realized that these
stories are not usually heard,
and we think everyone should
be aware of these untold narratives. We wanted to create a
blog where people can share
their experiences anonymously. We hope that these
shared stories will resonate

photo by flor olivo

Mestizo Arts and Activism Youth celebrate up-coming high school graduation.

with other survivors and help
them in their own healing
process in the realization that
they are not alone. Overall, we
hope that this blog will help
bring awareness to the issue of
child abuse in order to create
change in our communities.
You can find their blog
at: MestizoCollective.Org/
SpeakUp
Jackson Garden Project Mission Statement:
We are creating a schoolcommunity garden with Jackson Elementary and the Fair
Park community. Our project is
meant to shape future genera-

tions for a more sustainable way
of life. It will build cultural
bridges through gardening,
education and food while creating stronger community ties.
If you would like to apply
for the program visit MestizoCollective.Org
Edúcate Mission
Statement:
We are youth researchers
from the Mestizo Arts & Activism Think Tank located on
the west side of Salt Lake City,
Utah. Our goal is to inform
underrepresented students in
Utah on how to access higher
education after high school.

We want to make sure that all
students are well informed of
their rights and the many opportunities they have through
sharing our collective knowledge and personal experiences. We aim to assist, motivate
and encourage students to
reach their full educational
potentials. We hope to make
a change in the demographics
of college education.
You can find their blog at:
educatexcambio.weebly.com/
My life as Mission
Statement:
We are a collective of young
students putting together

a short film about identity
and how the youth is being
portrayed through media
as something they are not.
We will include how microaggressions can influence and
mold the teenage mind. In this
short film we will show five
different high school students.
We will have an activist, a poet,
a scholar, a graffiti artist, and
an undocumented student. We
have youth that come from the
same background and are portrayed to be all the same. Our
goal is to show how individuals
coming from the same background are more than what
media brings to the eye.
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SPLIT
is the way I act
By Siosaia Langi

W
WEST VIEW MEDIA

hat is the meaning of being a
“true Tongan”? I have often
wondered why my biracial
identity leaves me feeling
like I have no real place to ground my identity. As a half-White, half-Tongan male, I do
not truly belong to any side. As a result, I
have created a hybrid space where I can take
in and accept all the forms of my identity.
I am considered an afakasi,
or a half-cast, which is another
way of saying that I am on
the margins in the Tongan
community because I don’t
embody the stereotypical
features attributed to Tongans.
My speech, dress and friends
all seems to signal that I don’t
belong to a community that I
strongly identify with, a culture
that is who I am. No one, not
even those who do not want to
accept it, can tell me otherwise.
There seem to be categories, one internalized within
us, and one imposed from
outside. The imposed stereotype involves what the white
dominant culture has pushed
on us to assimilate into their
society. Obnoxious, loud, beating everyone up, BIG, strong,
angry, arrogant: these are all the
characteristics that other people
see outside the Tongan culture.
This is the athletic football star
that can only get into college by
scholarship, resulting in more
time on the field rather than in
the classroom, a token minority.

Containing us in a small
bubble, we have come
to believe and accept
that this is what we
must be in order to be
a “true Tongan.” Another
stereotype is that we are all
gang-bangers. Whether we play
football, whether or not we
are affiliated with a gang, our
culture and our community is
falling for their stereotype. We
have internalized these racist
ideas about who we are and
in turn, become prejudiced
against other Pacific Islander
students who do not fall into
the mold, and shun those who
do not fit the standards of this
stereotype.
This skewed expectations
became apparent to me in
middle school. During this
time, everyone hung out with
their own racial group: Asians
with Asians, Latinas/os with
Latinas/os, Tongans with Tongans. Even then, these groups
would have their own factions
tongan PAGE 9
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exploringidentities
Reflections from a Tongan father

‘Alama ‘Ulu’ave
WEST VIEW MEDIA

M

y name is ‘Alama
‘Ulu’ave. I am an
American of Pacific
Islander heritage, and so is
my wife, Losaline. We are first
generation immigrants to the
United States from the Kingdom of Tonga.
Today we deliberately live on
the west side of Salt Lake City,
where we are raising seven
daughters. Our journey to
America simply began with a
dream of getting an education,
and then establishing a better
life for ourselves.
For many Pacific Islanders,
education has always been a
major component of our life
plans; gaining the necessary
knowledge, skills, and wisdom
to be successful in a global
economy.
We modeled and expected
our girls to follow the “can do”
attitude from early in their
lives. “Study hard everyday,
finish your education” was the
family rhyme.
To complete our commitment to education, my wife
stayed home to invest in our
kids’ education while I supported our family beginning
with an hourly rate of $7.36
an hour. We chose a humble
lifestyle and lived within our
financial means. For many
years there was no TV in
the house. As a Polynesian
husband who loved to watch
sport, this was nothing short
of pure torture. My wife had
chosen to focus on reading

with our kids. We had two sets
of encyclopedias in our small
living room, one for children
and another for high school
students. It was a great sacrifice setting the right example
for our girls. In the end, having my wife actively work at
home was a decision that has
paid back great dividend in
education of our children.
We also felt it an essential
lesson to teach our children
appropriate behavior in school
before their ABCs or 123s.
Having manners was a requirement for success in our family
and school. No hitting. No
verbal talk backs. Saying please
and thank you were strictly observed at home, school, and in
community settings. We were
not perfect, but our children
knew the reasonable boundaries that were expected of them.
Teachers were to be respected
and appreciated. Listening to
instruction without unnecessary interruptions was mandatory for our kids.
Our only claim to glory, we
rarely missed a parent teacher
conference in 25 years. And
now, we still read together with
our two youngest children
before they go to Glendale
Middle School each morning.
In general, I believe communication difficulties remain
the biggest obstacle for the
average Tongan immigrant
and Pacific Islanders. Many
first generation parents still
speak on the survival English
level; with only a 300 word vocabulary to participate in the
American economy. We think
exclusively in Tongan and
have to mentally translate our
thoughts into English. Misunderstanding is often the result.
Technically there is a three to
one (3:1) ratio in the amount
of words in Tongan needed to
explain one word in English,
an inefficient nightmare for
translators and parents alike.

In a nutshell, my advice is
that education begins and ends
with the student. It is our duty
as parents and guardians to
protect these children, provide
a quality education, and prepare
them for future opportunities.
“The day begins the night
before.” See that your student
lays out
his or her clothes for school,
and that homework is ready
to be handed in come morning. The child should get eight
hours of sleep, and eat a nutritious breakfast in the morning.
This April 2012, three of
my college bound students
came home to the west side of
Salt Lake City after the winter
semester. One child, Lose’, just
completed her college freshman
year at a major University away
from Mom and Dad, surviving
on her own. Moana graduated
with a bachelors degree from
Brigham Young University in
the English honors program
(the first Tongan Pacific
Islander to do so according Associate Dean Carol Tu’itupou).
Lavinia completed her first year
of a Master’s Program in public
health at Westminster College.
It did not hurt that it cost about
$20,000 for their school in the
last four months. It was all paid
by grants and matching scholarships, including funds from the
prestigious Bill Gates Millennium Scholarship. With these
blessings come greater hope. I
can see clearly an educational
vision where there will be two
PhD doctorate candidates in
my family within the next five
years. So, there is my dream
exposed and vulnerable in the
land of opportunity.
What gets rewarded gets
done. Study hard and play
hard. I hope parents know the
difference.

‘Alama ‘Ulu’ave is the father of
7 children, and the school board
representative for Presinct 2 in
Glendale and Poplar Grove.
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Pacific Heritage Academy takes applications amidst construction.

SCHOOLS

continued from PAGE 1

draws from the experiences
of the students’ ancestries
and community. The educational experience of PHA
begins with a quest for answers. The students explore,
using deep study to incorporate all aspects of learning.
This active style of inquirybased education is known
as Expeditionary Learning
(EL) where learning is active, public, meaningful and
challenging.
According to the PHA
website, the teaching methods used in the EL model
bridge western education
and the less-recognized
learning modes and objectives found in non-western
cultures, including Pacific
Islander cultures.
Along with the unique
school culture, PHA offers a
Heritage language program
and programs which incorporate the whole family in
the learning process. “Pacific
Heritage Academy exists to
inspire, guide, and support
parents in their role to educate their children, and to
develop a culture of learning
in their homes and gain the
skills they need to become
great teachers and coaches

for their children. We teach
parents how to participate
fully in the education of
their child(ren),” reads the
PHA Website.
PHA aims to be a significant foundation for a child’s
lifetime of learning, but they
realize that a student’s learning happens 24/7, 365 days a
year, not just during school
hours. That explains their
strong focus on supporting
parents in the home.
With a strong emphasis on
family involvement, empowerment programs, and active
hands-on learning, Pacific
Heritage Academy has a lot
to offer any student - not
just those of Pacific Islander
descent.
Enrollment for 2012
school year is currently
open. Already over 600 students have begun the initial
registration process, vying
for 450 seats.
If you wish to learn more,
PHA holds registration and
informational meetings on
the first Thursday and third
Monday of each month at 6:30
p.m. at Day-Riverside Library,
1575 West 1000 North. More
information can also be found
online at www.phlearning.
org or by calling Sina at (801)
259-4632.

EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com
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Program
creates
access to
higher
education
By Flor Olivo

WEST VIEW MEDIA

COMMUNITY

Garden

springs up in Poplar Grove
By Misty Brown
WEST VIEW MEDIA

At first glance it is just a
garden. A smattering of determined green plants pushing
up through rich, well-worked
soil.
But when you take in the
bigger picture, you notice the
playful spiral of the beds, the
row of companion plantings,
and the uniqueness of the
plot of land on the north side
of the Salvation Army at 438
South 900 West.
This is not just another
garden. More than producing pesticide-free and
organic, fresh produce, it
is to be the first of hopefully many organic gardens
created by the Community
Reliance Gardens (CRG),
a grassroots organization
with the mission of creating
a place and a purpose for

neighbors to work together
to build a stronger, healthier
community.
The surprising element here
is that the founders of CRG
are novice gardeners, having
little to no experience, learning as they go. In their second
year, their learning curve
is impressive. The donated
plants along with the seedlings
they started themselves are
thriving.
“Why a garden?” I asked
Mark Purdy, one of the cofounders of CRG and a west
side resident. He explained
how the idea evolved from a
group of community activists
tired of talking about what
could or should be done.
Ready to act, they wanted to
facilitate a hands-on, tangible
change within the community.
The idea of developing comgarden PAGE 14
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Community Reliance Garden
volunteers prepare garden
for planting.

Photo by misty brown

Vegetables sprout on plot of land provided by Salvation Army.

Taking charge of education
can seem daunting to many
parents and students. This can
become an obstacle for educators who want more parental
involvement.
But through events like the
Family School Partnership
(FSP) computer literacy skills
workshop held at Northwest
Community Center on May
31th; students, parents and
educators can unite to learn
and build community.
According to Alicia De
Leon, one of the doctoral
student coordinators for the
FSP workshops, this is one of
many projects the organization
is working on. The meeting at
Northwest Community Center
was part of a series facilitated
by University of Utah students
from the Urban Institute for
Teacher Education (UITE).
The partnership hopes to
“develop culturally relevant
educational practices that
seek to empower and involve
linguistically and culturally diverse youth and their families
in the educational journey,”
says Leticia Alvarez, PhD,
director of FSP.
Different FSP workshops are
held at West High School, East
High School and Northwest
Middle School. Projects at each
site are molded with the communities’ needs in mind.
According to Alvarez,
“Every partnership looks very
different, we never go in and
say we think this is what you
should be doing.” Alvarez
partnership PAGE 15
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their own success.
“They have no clue. They’re
working, they’re pulling, hauling a good check, but us, we’re
profits have been in decline.
“I excelled all the time, and just struggling,” Uno said.
The local restaurants have
just...boom. It’s quite depressstruggled the most, since they’re
ing, you know. I was going
the ones who take a harder hit
to shut the doors,” he said.
in a recession as well, said Bill
If he didn’t land two school
Knowles, ombudsman for Salt
contracts to provide cafeteria
Lake City. Other businesses
pizza, he would have made
along the street, like auto repair
good on closing.
shops and dry cleaners, actually
UTA is building a six-mile
reported some growth last year,
TRAX rail that will run from
Arena Station to the Salt Lake he added.
International Airport. Its main
UTA went into the project
route cuts down the middle
knowing it would have an imof North Temple from 400
pact on the local stores, said
West to Interstate 215, about
spokesman Gerry Carpenter.
15 blocks. Uno’s shop is nearer But from the beginning, they
the western end of the project, planned to help, too.
As part of the construction,
at 1306 North Temple.
UTA and Salt Lake City formed
Thanks to the recession,
the project is two years ahead a Community Advisory Committee comprised of residents
of schedule since UTA has
and business owners who
been able to save money on
represent their respective areas
construction costs. But some
of North Temple. The commitbusinesses along the torn up
tee is designed to keep dialogue
road, hit by the same recesopen between UTA, the consion, have struggled to see
continued from PAGE 1

tractors and the businesses.
They developed the Shop
North Temple, I Do campaign.
It has supported businesses with
billboards, radio, print and TV
ads, as well as promotions and
gift certificates.
Uno is grateful, but he and
other restaurant owners don’t
feel it was enough.
“I see that they’re doing
things, but they can’t replace
the customers that I’ve lost
and hope to get back when it’s
better,” Uno said.
Thai Luu, owner of the hurting Leatherby’s Creamery at
735 West North Temple, feels
the effort’s well-meaning, but
the money UTA has available
to promote and help them can
only do so much, he said.
Knowles points out that
the city has given out loans
to businesses that would have
failed without them, so they
could stay afloat.
But there is an upside once
the project is done, said Pete
Funaro, owner of the Dia-

mond Lil’s steakhouse at 1528
North Temple. The TRAX line
will become the public commuter gateway into Salt Lake
City from the international
airport, with several stops
right in front of their businesses, he said.
UTA expects the main construction to be finished by the
end of summer. The rest of the
project includes less interfering work, such as installing
solar panels to power the
stations, beautification and
running tests on the new line.
Fall will mark the reopening
of Five Bucks Pizza as well. Uno
plans to close his store and save
money for the summer, with
school out.
Carpenter said he was not
aware of any businesses that
went under because of the construction impact, though some
have moved or plan to soon.
Blue Boutique at 780 West
North Temple is relocating
to a bigger location that the
company notes on its website

will be easier to access. And
Apollo Burger at 1625 North
Temple is moving kitty corner
from its spot after 30 years,
though in part because its current building is so old.
The past three and a half
years have certainly been
difficult, said Apollo Burger
manager Michael Viouras. He
questions why UTA tore up
a major artery for the TRAX
line when it could have used
another street that would not
have impacted them as much.
But he’s been impressed with
the way project coordinators
have accommodated them
when they could, he said.
“The decision was not wellfounded to put the track (on
North Temple), but once the
decision was made, the execution was really impressive,” he
said.
And at least, if the shops
survived a recession and the
construction, they can survive
anything, Knowles said.
EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com

The West View appreciates the generous support of our
community partner:
Bringing together University and west side
resources for reciprocal learning, action, and
benefit... a community coming together.

University Neighborhood Partners
1060 South 900 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
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www.partners.utah.edu
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Homeless OUTREACH
bringing Volunteers to the streets
By Laura Schmitz
WEST VIEW MEDIA

When Buddy Tymczyszyn
and Kimberly Bell go to work
each day, they don’t need to
put on fancy clothes or stare at
a computer screen. But, during the winter, they definitely
can’t leave home without their
gloves.
Just west of the hubbub
of downtown Salt Lake City
rests their quaint work center,
housing a program that
actively pursues a population
with which few are familiar.
Utah’s arm of Volunteers of
America (VOA) facilitates a
Homeless Outreach Program
that is constantly ready for action, equipped with a van-full
of necessities, including food,
water, beanies and blankets.
A national, nonprofit organization, VOA has a presence
in 44 states and employs a
range of paid staff who work
to tackle issues such as homelessness and drug addiction.
Tymczyszyn, 22, and Bell,
24, join forces to make up
the outreach team. Together,
the two pack up a van with
supplies each morning to scan
the streets of the West Side for
homeless people in need.
“We do a lot of driving,” Tymczyszyn said of his 40-hoursper-week job in the field.
“Part of [the program] is
to get people socks, jackets
and blankets — stuff to keep
them warm and safe on the
streets,” he said. “But the heart
of it underneath is to help
them with any kind of deeper,
underlying issues that may be
keeping them out there.”
As Tymczyszyn and Bell
traverse alleys and fields,
searching for potential clients,
they will often discover vacant
tents, blankets or sleeping

Photo by Laura Schmitz

Buddy Tymczyszyn and Kimberly Bell gear up to hand out water bottles and cards to the homeless.

bags — evidence of a shelter.
If the team reaches a “home”
of someone who is not there,
they will “water bomb” or
“sock bomb” the residence,
leaving a water bottle or pair
of socks with VOA’s business
card attached.
“It helps give us a good
name to them, so the next
time we see them, they can
recognize us or they can just
give us a call from that number,” Bell said.
During outreach missions,
Bell and Tymczyszyn said clients’ reaction to them depends
on their approach.
“A lot of times it takes meeting someone five or 10 times
before they trust you enough
to talk to you. The next step is
learning their name, then the
step after that is having them
take a pair of socks or a bottle
of water from you,” Tymc-

zyszyn said. “Every little step
of the way is a success.”
Cliff Thurber, 54, has made
the streets of Salt Lake City
his home for several years. A
regular client of VOA, he is
an example of the established
trust its staff strive to build,
as he candidly spoke with
Tymczyszyn and Bell like old
friends.
“They’ve given me food
and good [conversation] and
comforting thoughts, so that’s
been helpful,” Thurber said of
the two.
Thurber moved from Provo
to Salt Lake City, seeking a
steadier income. He now sells
the Salt Lake Street News,
a newspaper put out by the
Salt Lake City Mission. The
nonprofit publication is specifically geared to help people
experiencing poverty and
homelessness.

“I earn 50 cents a paper,”
Thurber said. “Once I sell
them, I can turn more money
back in and get more papers
to sell. I buy them for 50 cents
and sell them for a dollar —
sometimes people donate
more. It’s really coming along.”
Thurber said he does his
best to remain law-abiding in
his lifestyle.
“Police have never really
hassled me,” Thurber said.
“I’ve tried to stay above the
law and tried to not do anything [illegal] — not be drunk
in public places or anything
like that. That’s not good,” he
said with a laugh.
Though several clients are
experiencing homelessness
because of job loss or negative
life circumstances, some come
to VOA with needs arising
from addictions.
Bell and Tymcyzcyzn

both agreed their job can be
emotionally taxing as they
build relationships with their
clients and struggle with them
through their situations.
Bell said that though she
sometimes feels “helpless” because of the negative habitual
cycles some clients fall into,
she recognizes that any change
is “ultimately their choice.”
Despite challenges that
come with the territory, Bell
said her job is rewarding.
“I wouldn’t have it any other
way, because I don’t want to
live too far removed from the
tragedy that exists,” she said.
“I don’t just want to live in
ignorance, because ignorance
is bliss, but our world isn’t a
blissful place.”
The homeless outreach team
is in the field 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday – Friday.
EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com
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Countering stereotypes of

DOG BREED
By Flor Olivo

WEST VIEW MEDIA

Photo courtesy of Jaimi haig

Best Friends Animal Society- Utah adoptions’ coordinator, Amber, with
her rescued American Pit Bull Terrier, Lauren.

A bark, a wag of a tail and a
pounce can sound cute coming from a small, fluffy puppy.
The same welcome from a
60-pound American Pit Bull
Terrier (APBT), can be a little
more intimidating.
The Best Friends Animal Society- Utah, plans to
counter some of this fear
with education and fun for
the whole family on June 16
at the Northwest Recreation
Center located at 1255 W.
Clark Ave.
Best Friends wants to bring
awareness to the struggles,
stereotypes and also the posi-

The West View appreciates
the generous support of our
community partner:

tives of the APBT breed.
“I chose to work for Best
Friends Animal Society
because we work very hard
against Breed Specific Legislation,” said Jaimi Haig. “There
are no statistics that show that
this type of legislation and
outlawing of certain breeds
helps curb dog attacks.”
According to Haig, APBTs
are widely misunderstood,
mostly because they are taken
advantage of by bad owners
who use their strength and
extreme loyalty to make them
fight, or use them as “attack
dogs.” A lot of them aren’t socialized properly to be around
other dogs or humans, and
that’s key to being a responsible dog owner of any size
and breed.
“These dogs can be great
family pets and therapy animals. In fact, they have a history in this country of being
great babysitters. I think it’s
extremely unfair to demonize

TONGAN

continued from PAGE 4

UTAH
Best Friends Animal Society
8029 South 700 East
Sandy, Utah 84070

(801) 432-2124
www.bestfriends.org

inside. While grabbing a few
books and pencils from my
locker one day, a Polynesian
boy approached me and said,
“Did you know everyone
thinks you’re gay?” “What?”
I replied, not knowing how
to respond. “Everyone thinks
you’re gay because you don’t
hang out with the boy polys
and you don’t play football.”
He said. “Oh” was all I could
say. I felt flushed with embarrassment; I didn’t know what
to say. “You’re already white.”
He added, “Don’t be gay, too.”
High school was not any
better. Now I was herded into
East High; a very big place
that had all the diversity of

these dogs as a whole,” said
Haig.
Best Friends Animal
Society - Utah, a 501 (c) 3
non-profit organization, has
stepped up to host Neighborhood Pit Bull Day. The group
runs solely on grants and
donations. They hold similar
events in other cities as well,
including Los Angeles and
New York City.
On their website, www.
bestfriends.org, Best Friends
maintains that their nationally-recognized work focuses on
increasing adoptions of shelter
cats and dogs, creating access
to free and low-cost spay/neuter services, and collaborating
with Utah shelters, rescue
groups, veterinarians and
local governments to save the
lives of homeless pets.
These efforts have reduced
the number of animals killed
in Utah animal shelters by 35
percent.

EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com

Glendale middle school mixed
in with the rich white kids
that grew up in great privilege.
Most kids that were from
Glendale were looked down
upon, as was I. Since I was half
white, the students of color
from Glendale automatically
assumed that I turned stuckup. Pushed and shoved, I was
left in between, that is when I
created my space. Figuring out
how to embrace both halves of
who I am has involved trials,
ones that will be explained in
a series that explores why it is
so important to me to identify as aTongan, as a Pacific
Islander that embraces his
bi-racial identity.

EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com
This article was originally published in Venceremos.
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Long time Rose Park sponsor Neil Draper, owner of
Neil’s Pro, is honored on
opening day of the 2012
baseball season.
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By Charlotte Fife-Jepperson
West View Media

West Side kids have been playing
baseball in the Rose Park Little League for
almost 60 years, and although the field,
scoreboard, and snack stand look different,
some things haven’t changed: the league
is still run by local volunteers who can be
rough around the edges, but who love the
kids and the sport.
The Rose Park baseball tradition continues to thrive, defying trends nationwide.
According to a 2011 article in the Wall
Street Journal entitled “Has Baseball’s Mo-

ment Passed?” the number of kids aged
7 to 17 playing baseball in the U.S. fell 24
percent from 2000 to 2009.
The Rose Park Cal Ripken league has
grown from 140 players three years ago, to
170 two years ago, and then to 250 kids this
year. “We had to turn away about 70 kids
at signups this year, because unfortunately
we don’t have enough fields to accommodate those numbers,” said league President
Anthony Valerio.
Valerio gives much of the credit for this
growth to his board members, who began
marketing more aggressively over the past
three years; going to Junior Jazz games for

early sign-ups, using email, Face Book and
putting up more banners.
The league would like to raise money
to build another field and to install some
lights so that games wouldn’t have to be
“called for darkness,” but it is not easy.
“The City said they would match what
we raise for fields or lights, but lights alone
would cost around $500,000. We would
have to raise $250,000 on our own,” he
said.
At the end of last summer Valerio appealed to the Salt Lake City Parks Dept. for
help, and they promised to fix fences, get
sanitizer stations for the bathrooms, and

ROSE PARK BASEBALL TRADITION LIVES
THANKS TO COMMUNITY SUPPORT

get new refrigerators and an ice machine to
help out, but they have not come through.
They also asked for support from City
Councilman Carlton Christensen, and
according to Valerio he said, “This is your
deal. Fixing sidewalks is a higher priority,
because you only represent a small portion of the community.”
To help raise funds, Rose Park is hosting
state and regional tournaments this year,
which brings in teams from across the
state, as well as teams from different states,
such as California, Arizona and Nevada.
Rose Park Little League depends on the
financial support of many local businesses,

which sponsor teams at around $600 each.
This helps cover the cost of uniforms, umpires, Cal Ripken charter fees, the cost of
equipment such as bases, pitching mounds,
pitching machines, chalk, rakes and balls,
snack stand appliances, scoreboards and
books, field rental from the city, and insurance.
All is not rosy in the Rose Park League,
however.
Occasional arguments break out between
coaches who tend to take the game way too
seriously and yell at teenaged umpires or
lose patience with their seven and eightyear-old players when they are acting like

---well, seven and eight-year olds. There is
graffiti on the bleachers and fowl language
in the air.
But, you will rarely see a more dedicated group of volunteers. Board members, coaches, parents and players are all
volunteers who donate hundreds of hours
making the league run. You will also rarely
have the privilege to be around people with
such “heart,” who are so devoted to the local youth and a sport in which character is
built, patience and quick decision-making
is learned and mental toughness and focus
is developed.

EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com
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Volunteers give educational materials to parents at Sorenson Unity Center.

The west view

Japanese Drummers perform at the Rose Park Community Festival.

celebrating

NEIGHBORHOODS

Above: Students from
the Adelante Ballet
Folklorico group prepare to perform.
Left: Youth from Rose
Park baseball league
help city employee
plant tree in Gratitude
Grove. Right: Sam
Maestas, aka “Northside Godfather,” shows
off his 1940 Chevy
Special Deluxe at
Riverfest.

Photos by Charlotte Fife-Jepperson and Flor olivo
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Utah artist’s work reflects on

community
By Javan Rivera
WEST VIEW MEDIA

For ordinary people the
world can seem dull. Some
wander through their lives,
habitually proceeding from
task to task. Many rarely
stop to appreciate the world
around them, much less take
inspiration from it.
Shawn Porter, however, is
not an ordinary person. The
facilities supervisor for the
arts and sculpture buildings at

the University of Utah, Porter
sees inspiration in places few
would think to look. From
that inspiration are born pieces of art that are as reflective
of their environments as they
are creatively breathtaking.
Porter is one of several
artists whose work will be
installed along the new North
Temple TRAX line.
Porter, who has been featured in both public and more
traditional gallery settings,
didn’t begin his career as an

artist. Having grown up in
Lehi, Utah, Porter, 43, spent
more than 13 years working
as a professional woodworker,
designing and creating functional pieces of furniture.
“The technical end of woodworking or being a craftsman
has given me a platform to
spring off of as far as making
artwork is concerned,” Porter
said. “People often say, halfjokingly, if you can build a
chair, you can build anything.”
Working in the U of U’s

Photo by Javan Rivera

Shawn Porter, 43, displays a sample of the Braille text that will be
displayed on his artwork.

Department of Art and Art
History has allowed Porter to
expand his artistry and gain a
better knowledge of the “art-

ist’s dialogue and process.”
In 2010 Porter began working
artist PAGE 16

Volunteers work on 9-Line trail Bridge Restoration
By Fred Fife

WEST VIEW MEDIA

Photo by Fred Fife

Volunteer workers give back to the community by resurfacing the 9-Line trail bridge that crosses the Jordan River at 950 West.

Jeff Snelling, Deputy City
Engineer and James Maynard,
Project Engineer for Salt Lake
City Corporation, oversaw the
bridge rehabilitation of the old
railroad bridge at the 9-Line
trail crossing of the Jordan
River in April.
This project connects the
east and west portion of the
9-Line trail making it safe for
trail users.
The bridge rehab is a community service project being
done by Stacy and Witbeck,
prime contractor on the Airport TRAX line.
Ryan Snow, Project Manager
for the Airport TRAX line
had some 15 to 16 of his men
at the bridge site, all on their
own time as volunteers, to get
the work done. All materials
and labor were donated by
Stacy and Witbeck. The guard
railing will be donated to the
project by a sub-contractor.
This is a valuable service to
bridge PAGE 14
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GARDEN

continued from PAGE 6

munity gardens became the
perfect project.
“It’s a great way to make
friends and be active in the
community. The benefits
of organic eating and the
fulfillment of becoming less
dependent on unsustainable
factory farming techniques is

BRIDGE

continued from PAGE 13

the 9-Line users from either
side of the river and to others
from distant points. Keith
Walton, who lives in West
Valley City, stopped by the site
on his way home from near
downtown Salt Lake City on
the Jordan River Parkway. He
was excited to see new bike
trail possibilities and was going to “check out” the 9-Line.
Reporter’s comment: I live
on 900 South across the street
from the 9-Line, where I see a
lot of bikers, runners and walkers – some with dogs, some
with baby strollers and their
children. The 9-line is an asset
to the community that replaces
the railroad tracks that were
once there.
So, a special thank you to
the contractor, Stacy and Witbeck, for providing this link in
the 9-Line trail over the river.
For additional photos and a
video interview with Jeff Snelling, go to our website at www.
westviewmedia.org.

a cause for many community
members to rally around,”
said CRG member Jason Hill.
“This is our first garden, and
we will be forming more each
year, with increased awareness from the local community.”
This is yet another unique
aspect of what CRG is doing.
They envision constructing
the gardens, establishing sus-

tainable community support,
and then gifting the garden
to the community.
Like the promising young
plants, the CRG’s goal of
community unification is
off to a good start. Taking a
sturdy foothold, with the land
and the water graciously donated by the Salvation Army,
the first work and planting
parties of the season brought

The West View appreciates
the generous support of our
community partner:

together a diverse assemblage
of West Side community
members for a common purpose. There was also a strong
show of support from Occupy
Salt Lake.
If you would like to get
involved the Community Reliance Gardens, the registration
is free. It is a great opportunity to meet organic-minded
neighbors, make new friends,

learn about organic gardening, perhaps take home some
fresh organic produce, and
fortify your community roots.
Work-meetings will be held
on Saturdays from 8:00-11:00
a.m. To register, contact Mark
at (801)654-2107 or for more
information and updates visit
the Community Reliance Gardens on Facebook.

EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com

The West View appreciates
the generous support of our
community partner:

EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com

Your world
is ours too
Send us your
stories, photos,
thoughts
by August 10
wvm.editors
@gmail.com

NeighborWorks Salt Lake
622 West 500 North
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(801) 539-1590
www.nwsaltlake.org

Sorenson Multicultural Center
855 West California Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
(385) 468-1300
www.slco.org/sorenson
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The West View appreciates
the generous support of our
community partner:

Photo by leticia alvarez

Family School Partnership volunteers care for garden at Northwest Middle School.

PARTNERSHIP

cha High School conference at
the University of Utah.”
Alvarez remembers the recent
explains they usually meet with field trip to Weber State University’s zoology department.
administration and inquire
Dr. Jonathan Marshall who
about needs in the community.
is a herpetologists at Weber,
At these schools the biggest
need was involving refugee and “brought in some of his students who were refugees and
immigrant communities in
immigrants that are now going
the educational process of the
on to medical school.” says
students.
Alvarez.
Workshops like the one at
She added, “the high school
Northwest Community Center
students got to hang out with
this week are put together to
the college students. They were
meet these needs for parsaying things like ‘Oh your
ents. At Northwest Middle
from Africa? I’m from Africa or
School, Dr. Clayton Pierce,
FSP Co-Collaborator, guides a I’m also from Thailand.’ It was a
good experience for them.”
community garden linked to
According to De Leon at the
the science courses that helps
meet the needs of students and beginning of the sessions many
students had an idea of what
parents there.
they wanted to do and most
FSP also facilitates youth
were thinking of technical
meetings to address student
degrees and trades. Now that
necessities separately. Alvarez
says, “many students think their FSP coordinators have been
relationships with their families able to “inform and help give
have strengthened because they the students resources, they are
aspiring much higher.”
are able to talk to them about
Alvarez said, “For me it’s
things that happen at school.”
not all about taking them to
Fundraisers, letters to administration and most recently the U, it’s more about going to
higher ed and having access.
requests for funds from the
We are trying to get them more
school community councils
are some of the ways they have information in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
been able to address issues in
Math) fields for example.”
their communities.
FSP promotes access to
De Leon shared, “They
raised money to go to the Me- higher education but it is not
continued from PAGE 6

Red Iguana
736 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(801) 322-1489
www.rediguana.com

its only function.
De Leon highlights the effects of FSP on the high school
students, “I’ve seen their voice
become stronger, they are
confident,” she said.
At West High School the FSP
has helped channel the way
students communicate with
administration in order to have
their goals solidified. De Leon
shares her confidence in the
students as they navigate the
school system to find ways to
better the schools they attend.
“They have all this enthusiasm and these awesome ideas.
We help prioritize tasks and
help them to advocate for what
they want.”
Currently, $1,200.00 have
been allocated to the LSA and
FSP. This money will be used
to pay two Latino community
liaisons to be at the counseling
center at West High School,
interpreting and advocating for
parents, students and community members.
De Leon says, “We’re not
pushing ideas or agendas, we’re
just exposing the possibilities.”
Alvarez said more than once,
“the families deserve credit.
We facilitate but it’s really not
us. It’s the families saying what
they need, we are only here to
support them.”
EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com
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area,” Diggle said. “You have
to be sensitive to the people
who live around there, people
on a project for the Utah Tran- who are going to use it.”
Porter’s work will be insit Authority’s (UTA) “art in
transit” program. The agency, in stalled at the 1950 W. North
collaboration with the Salt Lake Temple TRAX stop, and will
City Arts Council, commissions be modeled after the wetlands
and waterways that exist
local artists to create pieces for
the various TRAX stations and between the Salt Lake City
routes that run throughout the Airport and the stop. It’s expected to be installed around
Salt Lake Valley.
Porter wants his work to be September of this year.
Porter said he wants his
as much a representation of
the public area surrounding it work to draw attention to the
as it is a creative piece of art.
fact that the Great Salt Lake
“That’s what public art is...in- “is not just a wasteland. It’s
tended for, in my mind. That
not just this smelly thing that
is, it isn’t just a pretty decora- people think it is. It really is a
tion in a location. It definitely thriving ecosystem.”
Porter’s minimalistic design
references local environment,
for his “art in transit” project
culture, history.”
will be made primarily of
Justin Diggle, an assistant
professor of the Department of stainless steel, a bit of a departure from the wood materials
Art and Art History at the U
of U, agrees with Porter. Diggle he’s used for most of his life.
Porter likes the change.
aided in the selection process
“That’s the challenge I really
for past “art in transit” pieces.
“With any public art I think enjoy. The thinking through an
you have to be sensitive to the idea and then bringing that to
continued from PAGE 13

life through the use of different
materials and the complexity
of those materials.”
Porter’s work will include
two large steel plates, elevated
two feet above the ground to
simulate a river’s surface. It will
also include segmented pipes
that evoke the idea of river
reeds resting among a riverbed
of smoothed metal stones.
Porter is fabricating three
minimalist representations
of birds associated with the
Utah wetlands that will also be
placed throughout the piece.
“I think it’s really critical
also to draw visitors (coming
from the airport) into that
conversation of—what is this
place? What is it like? What
might I experience in visiting
Salt Lake City?” Porter said.
Furthermore, he wanted to
ensure his work not only reflected the natural surroundings leading up to his stop, but
also the areas of public access
nearby, such as the Utah State
Library for the Blind and

Disabled.
As a way of incorporating the library into his piece,
Porter will include an artist’s
statement and poetry about the
Great Salt Lake and the birds
that migrate there, written in
Braille directly on the piece.
Roni Thomas, the public art
program manager for the Salt
Lake City Arts Council, said,
“Shawn recognized that there
was an opportunity to reach out

to an audience that ordinarily
couldn’t participate because of
their visual impairment.”
Whether it be through addition of Braille, or simply, the
inspired reflection of Utah’s
beauty, one thing is certain—
Porter’s creativity is sure to
shine through his new piece.

EMAIL: wvm.editors@gmail.com
This article was originally
published on www.voicesofutah.
wordpress.com
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Sorenson Unity Center
1383 South 900 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104

(801) 535-6533
www.sorensonunitycenter.com

Archi’s Burgers
Monday - Saturday, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
935 West North Temple
Salt Lake City Utah, 84116
(801) 532-2223
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Charlotte Fife-Jepperson
WEST VIEW MEDIA

Looking
for ways
to share
stories

If We Build it,

Most people would be
amazed that there are about
160 different birds, 40 mammals, 30 amphibians and
reptiles, and 23 fishes, for a
total of 253 species along the
Jordan River’s corridor. Most
of them exist all around us, yet
we either don’t notice them
or we simply do not make an
WILDLIFE PAGE 20

editorial PAGE 20

Wildlife Will Come
Photo by fred fife

Dan Potts

WEST VIEW MEDIA

Great Horned owlets

any people appreciate seeing wildlife,
especially in their
own backyard. A lot of us city
dwellers consider starlings,
house sparrows, quail, and
raccoon to be wildlife, but
these are all exotic introductions from elsewhere in the
world, and there is nothing
really wild about them.
Robin, mourning dove,

beaver, mallard, and magpie
are common native animals of
our area, but over the decades
many of them have adapted
to our urban environments so
that they are no longer considered wild. This functional domestication of wild animals is
called “habituation.” Many of
these exotic and/or habituated
species are now considered
pests, and many people would

M

Photo by jodi chidester

eliminate them if they could.
Truly wild animals in our
area include migratory birds,
most of which only pass
through our area, and animals
that cannot easily adapt
behaviorally to urban life. For
example, fish, amphibians and
reptiles are more prehistoric
than evolved birds and mammals that can adapt behaviorally by learning.

T

he West View is a paper
committed to publishing news, stories and
information of interest to community members on the west
side of Salt Lake City. We are
the only publication dedicated
solely to the area between 2700
North and 2100 South, west of
I-15 to the western city limits.
Every household in the 84104
and 84116 zip code areas receive a copy of The West View
in their mailbox, quarterly.
We also aim to serve as a
bridge-building publication
that informs others who are
not familiar with this area
about the people, places and
happenings on the West Side,
and that is why we distribute
to libraries, coffee shops, and
other public places around the
city.
We choose to publish stories
that have universal appeal after all, the diverse make-up
of our community is a microcosm of the larger world.
In each issue, we offer
readers a way to expand their

Western toad
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communitybulletin
locations
Chapman Library

Sorensen Unity Center

Day Riverside LIbrary

577 South 900 West

855 West California Ave., 835-468-1300

1575 West 1000 North

JUNE:

All showings start Saturdays
at dusk (8:45- 9 p.m.)
JUNE:
June 2: Movie night- True Grit (John Wayne version)
June 16: Movie night- Hang ‘Em High

JULY:

JUNE:
June 14: Glendale Branch Library Open House,
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
June 15: Municipal Solid Waste Training Workshop,
10 a.m. - Noon
June 21: Humanities in Focus,
6 p.m.

June 23: Community stewardship
focused on the Jordan River
10th North in Salt Lake City
10 a.m. - noon Trail Clean Up (please RSVP to Eric McCulley at 801-520-2505 or emcculley@environcorp.
com to participate)
Noon - 1 p.m. Free Lunch
Noon - 3 p.m. Community Celebration with family
activities, education booths, and free stuff
Follow up workshops occur the next 3 Thursdays
from 9 a.m. -11 a.m. at the Hartland Center.

July 7: Movie night- Kelly’s Heroes

June 23: Eastside/Westside Project Celebration,
Noon - 1:30 p.m.

Dual Immersion Academy

July 21: Movie night- Secret of Santa Vittoria

ON- GOING EVENTS:

1155 Glendale Dr.

AUGUST:

Class: Horizonte English Language ClassesJune 25- July 26 (5 weeks)

August 4: Movie night- Kamikaze Girls
August 18: Movie night- Harold and Maude

ON- GOING EVENTS:

JUNE:
June 15: Fathers & Families Coalition of Utah hosts
ball for fathers and daughters at the Dual Immersion
Academy
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
There will be a photo booth where families can
purchase photos.

Readings: Book baby Mondays 11 p.m.
Preschool story time Fridays 11 a.m.
Cuentame Cuentos (Tell me Stories in Spanish)
First Saturdays 2 p.m.
Summer reading club, children, teens and adults get
prizes for reading. To join, visit Chapman Library.

Technology: Free Computer Clubhouse Summer
Program
June 11- June 29
Sign up/Open house: June 5 and 19, 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Technology: Computer classes in Spanish
First, second and third Saturdays 8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Art: Muniz Arts Exhibit
June 1, 2012- August 3, 2012

ON-GOING EVENTS:
Education: Enroll your Kindergarten through 8th
grade students for FREE any Tuesday between June
19th and July 31st between 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Pre-school is also available for a reasonable rate
(1/2-day and full-day).
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communitybulletin
locations

events

Partners in the Park

Northwest Recreation Center

Various parks

1255 Clark Avenue (300 North)

Night Out Against Crime
Poplar Grove’s Celebration

August 6
Poplar Grove Police Precinct, 1040 West 700 South

Neighborhood House
1050 West 500 South, 801-363-4589
June 14
A community celebration to recognize all the great
organizations and services on the westside.

Days of ’47 Family Fun Day
FREE family activities
and picnic dinners
Tuesdays & Thursdays
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Family Fun Nights: 6 p.m. - 7:30
p.m. every Monday until August 27, FREE DINNER
JUNE:

JUNE:

June 4: Dino Dig & Crafts

June 19: Jordan Park 1060 S. 900 W.
Kick-off event!

June 11: Jordan River Trail & Riverside Library

June 28: Riverside Park 739 N. 1400 W.

JULY:

June 18: Movie Night- Tarzan
June 25: Swimming

155 N 1000 W, 801-538-8400
JULY 19, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Utah State Fair Park, a free event for the whole family

Master Plan public hearing
City and County Building, 451 S. State Street,
Room 326
June 13, 5:30 p.m.
Public hearing of West Salt Lake Master plan
To view the West Salt Lake master plan visit
www.westsaltlake.com.

council meetings
Fairpark Community Council:

Location: Northwest Multipurpose Center, 1300 W.
300 N.
Chair: Gordon Storrs, 801-898-2830

Glendale Community Council:

July 10: Sherwood Park 400 S. 1500 W.
July 19: Westpoint Park 1100 N. 2000 W.

AUGUST:

JULY:
July 2: Zumba in the Park
July 9: Wheels Day- Bike Rodeo
July 16: Movie Night- Goonies
July 30: Swimming

AUGUST:
August 6: Scavenger Hunt
August 13: Square Dancing
August 2: Poplar Grove Park 800 S. 1200 W.
August 14: Constitution Park 300 N. 1200 W.

August 20: Movie Night- Racing Stripes
August 27: Field Day

Location: Mountain View Elementary, 1380 S.
Navajo Street (1335 W.)
Chair: Randy Sorenson, 801-973-6652

Jordan Meadows Community Council:

Location: Day-Riverside Library, 1575 W. 1000 N.
Chair: Angie Vorher, 801-596-7725

Poplar Grove Community Council:

Location: Pioneer Precinct, 1040 W. 700 S.
Chair: Andrew Johnston, 801-671-1968

ROSE PARK COMMUNITY COUNCIL:

Location: Day Riverside Library 1575 W. 1000 N.
Chair: Brad Bartholomew, 801-673-5854

Westpointe COMMUNITY COUNCIL:

Location: Day Riverside Library 1575 W. 1000 N.
Chair: Erin Youngberg, 801-815-0130

Seeking Volunteers

PO Box 271516
Salt Lake City, UT, 84127

West View
Media is seeking
passionate,
energetic
volunteers who
are interested
in writing,
copy editing,
newspaper
distribution &
other duties.

PRSRT STD
ECRWSS
U.S. POSTAGE

PAID

EDDM RETAIL

*****************ECRWSS****
Residential Customer
City, State 5-Digit ZIP Code

If interested please contact: Charlotte at
801-243-1685 or wvm.editors@gmail.com.
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WILDLIFE

The primary problem our
wildlife face is that they, like
us, need places to live, breed
and feed. Human developeffort to identify them when
ment here in Salt Lake City has
we see them.
basically ignored these wildlife
Migratory birds, in particuneeds for years, and things do
lar, pass through so quickly
that it is a challenge to identify not appear to be improving.
For example, Tanner and
them. However, many of them
fly into or over our own back- Miller parks were both
originally donated to Salt Lake
yards.
City by citizens as wildlife
Bird watching is one of the
parks. However, both of them
fastest growing hobbies in
have been so abused, poorly
America, and all it takes is a
handy bird identification book managed, and over-developed
as “people parks” that the
and a pair of binoculars, and
numbers and variety of their
just about anyone can do it!
Most people know very little wildlife are not much different
about our wildlife here on the than that found in our own
West Side. Did you know that backyards.
Inappropriate development
there are up to nine different
and urban sprawl continue
bat species in the area? Many
unabated. For example, I preof the fish species found in
dict that the development of
the Jordan River are highly
the Regional Sports Complex
regarded sport and food fish,
along the north Jordan River
but did you know that the
will negatively affect half of the
river’s highly polluted waters
render them unsafe to eat? Of approximately 250 wildlife spethe 30 amphibians and reptiles cies previously found there.
found along the Jordan, 24
Almost the entire 200 acres
are either rare or uncommon. of mostly floodplain habitat
has been covered with an averSadly, they are routinely run
age of three feet of fill, and will
over by cars.
continued from PAGE 17
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soon be planted in lawn, or
covered with asphalt, concrete,
or buildings.
So how do we begin to attract and see more wildlife?
Easy, “If you build it, they will
come!” We should at least try
to hang onto and restore what
little habitat there is left for
them.
Residents of the West Side
can work with local wildlife
experts to communicate the
value of wildlife to our community councils. We can all
benefit from setting aside and
restoring open spaces, especially those along the Jordan
River that still have good
wildlife potential.
To help people know what
animals can still be found in
our area, I recently published
“The Fauna of the Jordan River
Corridor” on the website of the
new Jordan River Commission,
http://www.jordanrivercommission/documents/. Check
it out!
Dan Potts is a Poplar Grove
resident, local naturalist and
President of Salt Lake County
Fish and Game Association.
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point of view by exploring
the identity of a different
community group in West
Salt Lake City. In this issue,
we focused on the Pacific
Islander community.
We hope that this exploration will increase mutual understanding and appreciation
between neighbors and people
of different backgrounds.
To increase the number of
voices in our publications, we
are in the process of establishing a “community newsroom,” which is based on a
collaborative news model
that encourages community
members to participate in
telling their stories in their
own voice. Group members
will be supported and guided
by writing mentors and other
members of the newsroom
who will meet monthly.
If you are interested in
writing for the paper or producing video or audio stories
pertaining to the West Side
that could be uploaded to our

To increase the
number of voices in our publications, we are
in the process
of establishing
a community
newsroom.
website (currently under construction), please contact our
Managing Editor, Flor Olivo
via email at wvm.editors@
gmail.com.
If you feel that you have
ever been misrepresented or
undervalued in the media
or would just try your hand
at writing or reporting, this
is your opportunity. Please
join us!

Charlotte Fife-Jepperson is
the mother of 3 boys. She
is a west side resident and
publisher of The West View.
She teaches piano lessons for
a living.

